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Purpose of Report 

The purpose of this report is to seek approval for the creation of a temporary Senior Planning 
Officer (Conservation) post within the Department of Planning and Environment Department to 
deliver the Kilsyth Conservation Area Regeneration Scheme (KCARS). 

Context 

The Department of Planning and Environment have been successful in securing f 325k grant 
money from Historic Scotland's 'Historic Environment Regeneration Fund' for the regeneration 
of Kilsyth Town Centre Conservation Area. 

The successful bid to Historic Scotland was based on a long-term conservation area 
regeneration initiative that will guide investment and ensure maintenance and management 
takes place to secure the future of the historic environment within Kilsyth. The KCARS will 
draw together a wide range of conservation led projects to create a sense of place, attract 
inward investment, sustain town centre employment and increase visitor numbers. 

This unique funding opportunity allows the Council to work in partnership with the community, 
private sector and other public agencies, to deliver a conservation programme that focuses on 
a number of priority buildings and historic features, which require renovation and enhancement. 

The KCARS will specifically address issues such as an inconsistent approach to conservation 
management, shop front improvements, vacant/derelict buildings and gap sites and maximising 
private sector investment. Equally important to the quality of the Kilsyth conservation area, is 
the restoration of historic features that define its character and establish its identity. There are 
many features, which are unique to the town such as the wynds, railings, bridges and features 
within Burngreen Park. Many require restoration and the CARS will enable a comprehensive 
improvement scheme to the fabric of these features, which are collectively important to the 
conservat ion area. 

The Historic Scotland fund, importantly provides the opportunity to create a Senior Planning 
Officer (Conservation) post to manage and develop the KCARS. Historic Scotland recognises 
the complexities and efforts required to deliver a conservation programme and on this basis, 
recommended that the conservation initiative should be managed by an experienced 
conservation professional. 

Senior Planning Officer (Conservation) 

While the original submission to Historic Scotland and project development stages have been 
delivered by Planning and Policy and Economic Development, it was acknowledged early in the 
project that there was a need for conservation skills and additional resources for the effective 
implementation of the KCARS. The complex nature of conservation and restoration and the 
scale of the Kilsyth project requires specialist skills and a dedicated resource. 



3.2 The project comprises a number of priority projects including restoring the Whitehouse, 
improving shop fronts and reinstating historic features. The appointment of a Senior Planning 
Officer (Conservation) will complement and reinforce the work that has been carried out by the 
Planning Service and will bring significant added value through additional resource and 
expertise. Specialist conservation skills and knowledge for a large-scale conservation initiative 
is not available within the current Planning and Environment establishment. 

3.3 A significant role for the Senior Planning Officer (Conservation) will be expanding the KCARS 
during and beyond the 3-year programme by developing new priority projects, building 
partnerships with private owners and community groups and maximising funding opportunities. 

3.4 The Senior Planning Officer (Conservation) will require to have a range of specialist 
conservation and project management skills and knowledge and will have the following 
responsibilities: 

Delivering priority projects identified within the KCARS 
Creating partnerships and partnership projects with private sector and community 
Monitoring of projects approved for Historic Scotland funding 
Auditing the Conservation area and implementing the Kilsyth Conservation Area Appraisal 
Developing new projects within the conservation area 
Actively pursuing funding opportunities 
Promoting projects and best practice 
Preparing guidance and advice notes for conservation practice and maintenance 
Organising training and development events 
Reporting to Historic Scotland and KCARS Steering group 
Liasing with key stakeholders 

3.5 The proposals for the Senior Planning Officer (Conservation) are: 

a The post would be a full time position graded at a P05/6 
The post would be for a period of 3 years 

a The costs of the post will be met by the Historic Scotland Grant and the External Funding 
Working Group 

a The post would be based at Fleming House and be managed by the Team Leader of the 
Environmental Projects team 
The post holder will be expected to report to the Head of Planning and Development. 

4. Corporate Considerations 

4.1 In securing the f325,OOO grant, Historic Scotland recognised the Council's commitment to the 
regeneration of Kilsyth Town Centre. In additional to physical restoration, the grant offers the 
opportunity to benefit from the creation of a specialised conservation post to ensure that 
individual projects are appropriately delivered and that the overall scheme is further expanded 
and funding secured. 

4.2 The Council has the opportunity to work in partnership with the private sector to maximise 
public sector funding. A key role of the Senior Planning Officer (Conservation) will be to 
develop partnerships and create opportunities to secure funding from other external sources 
such as the Heritage Lottery Fund and Historic Scotland's Repair Grant Scheme. 

4.3 From the Historic Scotland grant, f40k has been allocated for the creation of a 3-year Senior 
Planning Officer (Conservation) post (December 2006 to December 2009). The External 
Funding Working Group have awarded the overall project flOOk and f80k from this award has 
been allocated to the creation of the temporary post. 

4.4 Consultation has taken place with Personnel Services who have approved and agreed the 
recommendations in this report. Consultation has taken place with place with Trade unions. The 
post has been assessed by Job Evaluation team. 
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Sustainable Development Implications 

The effective delivery of the KCARS will significantly improve the appearance, quality and 
vitality of Kilsyth Conservation Area. The implementation of the KCARS by an experienced 
conservationist will fulfil a number of criteria contained within the Sustainability Checklist. This 
includes encouraging investment in the historic environment and raising awareness of a visitor 
attraction and ensuring a healthy environment by improving the attractiveness of the Town 
Cent re's conservat ion area. 

The project and post will enhance the sense of community by establishing local partnerships 
and creating a meaningful sense of identity for Kilsyth. The Senior Planning Officer 
(Conservation) will ensure that all the links are made between Council and partner initiatives 
and will be responsible for attracting funding for the longevity of existing projects and for 
additional projects. 

Recommend at ions 
It is recommended that the Committee supports 

0 The creation of a temporary Senior Planning Officer (Conservation) post for the management 
and delivery of the Kilsyth Conservation Area Scheme (P05/6) to be based within the Planning 
& Environment Department for the period up to December 2009, and 
that this report be remitted to the Policy and Resources (Personnel) Sub-Committee and the 
Planning and Environment Committee. 

David M. Porch 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT 
Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact 
Lyndsay Noble, 01236 616 242. 


